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Webinar Objectives

• Our job is to LOVE OUR DONORS. We connect them with the causes and organizations 
they care about, and we do our best to share their impact. But are we giving them back 
what they need? Use the data you already have to better understand your donors and 
you’ll soon be giving them exactly what they need.

What are the important identities that they are expressing through their giving? Through 
our work with many non-profit organizations, we have found that reflecting to a donor their 
most important donor identities can help organizations double their giving over time. And, 
more importantly, sending data driven donor communications that reinforce identities 
important to donors over a 2-year period can help people feel better about themselves.

Learn:
- how to better love your donors by uncovering their most important identities using the 
data they give you.
- how to help your donors build their sense of wellbeing and understand what impact this 
may have on their well-being and their giving in the months to come
- how to use data from donor surveys to design donor journeys from acquisition to major 
giving through identity transformation



6 Take Home Messages

• Take Home Message 1

• Take Home Message 2

• Take Home Message 3

• Take Home Message 4

• Take Home Message 5

• Take Home Message 6



For over 30 years
Our research focuses on

• Giving by the Mass

• Giving by HNWI and 
UHNWIs

• Overcoming challenges for 
Fundraisers

https://www.philanthropy-institute.org.uk/books



Mass Giving

https://www.philanthropy-institute.org.uk/reports-sign-up



Giving by HNWIs & UHNWIs

https://www.philanthropy-institute.org.uk/reports-sign-up



• By Creating a more supportive organizational environment

• By creating a more supportive societal environment

Overcoming challenges for Fundraisers

https://www.philanthropy-institute.org.uk/reports-sign-up



This Webinar

Will not bore you with numbers

Will provide you with a flavor of these principles and 
the evidence base of your Level-Up

Certificate in Fundraising Copywriting Course



• Philanthropy (Greek Root: Phil-anthropy)
• Love of humankind

• Psychology (Greek Root: Psyche – logos) 
• Study/research of psyche/soul (e.g. our sense of who we are or its 

expression)

• Philanthropic psychology: 
• The study of how people love humankind/people

• This includes how we love ourselves and how we love others

• This requires us to know who is doing the loving and who is loved

• This requires us to know what love means

What is Philanthropic Psychology?



• Identity 

• Love

• Well-Being

What is the PhilPsych Way 
to love your donors?



It is important to identify the differences 
between fundraising copy that focus on the 

money versus the person

Take home Message 1



“Your donation counts.”

12

“You count.”



“Thanks for your kind donation.”

13

“Thanks for your kindness.”



“The future of our country is 
decided in the schools.”

14

“The future of our 

country is decided by
people like you.”

Annual Report Headlines



“What you achieved in 
this 3rd year...”

15

“What we achieved in this 

3rd year...”

Annual Report Headlines



Warm Appeal



Holiday Newsletter



Holiday Newsletter



These organisations tell us getting to know your donors is the first 
step in building a long-lasting, high-quality relationship with your 
donors and a way to sustainably double your giving.



Moral identity is always more important
to people as a person

than to people as a supporter; 

It is always the most important identity 
that people mention no matter what

Take home Message 2



What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when you 
describe yourself as a 
supporter?

In all our surveys to date,

we asked the following two questions

What are the top 5 words 

that come to mind when 

you describe yourself as a 

person?



We learned consistently from ALL the organisations

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when 

you describe yourself as a 
person?

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when you 
describe yourself as a 
supporter?

people refer to 

their moral 

identity when 

they list the 

words 



In almost all the organisations

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when 

you describe yourself as a 
person?

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when you 
describe yourself as a 
supporter?

Caring, kind, and 

compassionate are 

amongst the top 10 

words people use to 

describe themselves 

as a person



Year End Appeal



Year End Appeal



But the moral person in each organisation
is different

Take home Message 3



Before you invest in doing research into your donors,
it is important to understand the positive impact 

focusing on the person can have on fundraising results

Take home Message 4



The 36-month Collaboration Map

Field a survey

(Month 3)
Field a 2nd survey

(Month 36)

Communications Audit

(Month 1)
Field 3 Field Experiments

(Month 6-24)

Integrate learning into communications



For an animal organisation,

it could be moral identity pure and simple.

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when 

you describe yourself as a 
person?

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when you 
describe yourself as a 
supporter?



For a sea rescue organisation (RNLI)

it could be a little tired and a feeling of being a caring elderly.

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when 

you describe yourself as a 
person?

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when you 
describe yourself as a 
supporter?



For an art and culture organisation it could be creatively, 

thoughtfully, intelligently, curiously, and musically kind and caring.

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when 

you describe yourself as a 
person?

What are the top 5 words 
that come to mind when you 
describe yourself as a 
supporter?



Warm Appeal



Warm Appeal



And it is never just about the money

Take home Message 5



The 36-month Collaboration 

Map

Field a survey

(Month 3)
Field a 2nd survey

(Month 36)

Communications Audit

(Month 1)
Field 3 Field Experiments

(Month 6-24)

Integrate learning into communications



The Effect of Giving on Wellbeing has 

increased



Three Fundamental Human Needs

THE NEED TO FEEL 
AUTONOMOUS

THE NEED TO FEEL 
COMPETENT

THE NEED TO FEEL 
CONNECTED TO OTHERS



Gratitude Report

Competence



Gratitude Report

Competence

Connectedness



Gratitude Report

Competence

In what you do



Gratitude Report

In what you do

In who you are

Competence



Gratitude Report

Autonomy



Gratitude Report

Autonomy

Competence

Connectedness



When you have the right tools to use, 
you can write everything better, and faster, 

because you know how to connect with and grow 
your donors' identities, love and well-being

Take home Message 6



www.UNrefugees.org

Home Made Fundraising Communications

They just need to be everywhere 

whenever possible 

The changes do not have 

to be long



www.UNrefugees.org

When case for support was sharpened,

Agency and warmth in relationships began to be 

felt 

When consistency began to emerge, feelings began to shift…

Home Made Fundraising Communications



www.UNrefugees.org47

Home Made Fundraising Communications



Thanks to 
David Goldfinch

, 
Director of Integrated 

Marketing & Customer 
Experience at the Christian 

Broadcasting Network

Participant of our Certificate in 
Fundraising Copywriting

In Class Creativity!
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